
Rabatex Group of Industries…

“Quality begins on the inside... and then 
works its way out.”

On this very philosophy, Rabatex Group of Industries 
stands high where it is today. From fiber to fashion, Raba-
tex’s journey in to the industry started in1962 with a vision 
to transform the industry practices with best of service & 
technology. We began with manufacturing of crank shaft 
for weaving machinery  ,  sub assembly for textile process-
ing machinery& precision valves for MNC for Export in 
early 1970s , in the span of 5 decade has grown manifolds 
expanded verticals and adding more technologies and 
innovations under the belt.  From small weaving unit to 
latest and mammoth weaving set-up, Rabatex Dominate 
the weaving industry with international quality of Warp 
Preparation Products including advanced computerized 
sectional warping machines, Sample warper , Single End 
Sizing , Electric - Manual Material Handling and Storage 
Equipments and customized solution for Technical Textiles 
application .

The journey incepted in the year 1962 has crossed many 
milestones and has registered success across the  Global 
Market with more than 2750 Sectional Warper / 4750 
Material Handling Equipments .  The credit for the same 
goes to  dynamic & visionary leader Mr. Haresh Panchal ( 
M.D ) , by developing ultramodern infrastructure to churn 
out innovation & excellence all the time , result in today 
Rabatex has spread in huge manufacturing plant equipped 
with all ultra modern manufacturing facility with R & D & 
quality control process.    

In an innovation driven company like Rabatex, research 
and development plays a very crucial role. To maintain its 
innovation standards and produce state of the art technol-
ogy, thanks to our strong R & D & Technical team , who are 
constantly involved in research & innovation in the products 
to reach customer satisfaction .

With high quality product range, excellent service the 
company has garnered immense trust and faith from it’s 
clients leading to successful and fruitful lifetime associa-
tions.  The fact is evident in the growth line continuously 
going on the upscale ever since the inception.  From the 
beginning, the company has registered average growth 
rate of 28% with its modernized approach towards technol-
ogy.  Through which the group has achieved export growth 
too , with repeat order flow of more than 42% of total sales 
volume in last 10 years . It has been recipient of prestigious 
Best R&D Award in 2006 as well as Export Perfomance 

Awards Winner for the year 2011.
The company is staunch believer in keeping pace 

with and going ahead of the market trends.  To achieve 
this, it regularly undertakes various training programs 
to harness the knowledge and expertise of the people 
associated with us.  Our skilled manpower and contem-
porary production unit has immensely benefited from 
these training programs that we hold time to time.  With 
extreme emphasis on quality, technology and satisfaction 
to customers the company has set new paradigm in the 
industry.  With constant endeavors towards bettering a 
company it has stands high in the eyes of the customer 
worldwide. Their client-focused services have aided in 
the growth and have proved of great importance in the 
reputation they enjoy. 

With high-flying success and standing as a pioneer 
in the domain, today Rabatex has firm hold on both 
domestic and international share.  On the global front, 
Rabatex Group of Industries ,  presence at Bangladesh, 

Excellent products ... advanced technology

Mr. Haresh Panchal, Managing Director, Rabatex Group
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Egypt, Russia , Ukraine , Uzbekistan , Israel , Indonesia, 
Nigeria , Kenya , Tanzania , Vietnam, Turkey  , Nepal , 
Bangladesh , Brazil , Ethiopia and many  .

With five decades of practicing excellence, today Rabatex 

has become synonym of perfection at every core.  It has 
become a torch bearer for those who achieve the same 
height of success.

Donear Industries
“Their service team is also prompt and technically sound.” – Rajendra Agarwal 

MD, Donear Industries Ltd 
Mr. Rajendra Agarwal, Managing Director, Donear Industries Limited says : “Donear is as-

sociated with the Rabatex since the inception of our Surat Plant. It is been such a wonderful 
association, since more than a decade. We have installed many of Rabatex’s  Sectional Warp-
ing Machines running successfully at our Surat manufacturing unit and found working of these 
machines very satisfactory for cotton as well as synthetics. At our OCM Amritsar unit also, we 

have Rabatex machine which is running worsted yarn. 
“ Rabatex has been successful in being the leader in the industry even in this era of heavy com-

petition. Rabatex is able to sustain its reputation by continuously providing improved technology and 
better quality products”. Speaking about customer feedback the customer said, “Rabatex’s policy of taking customer reviews 
and makes it as one of the bases for improving the technology has worked tremendously in its favour”. Rabatex ensures that 
it fulfils customer needs by incorporating the changes and upgrading the machines in accordance with the demands of the 
customers along with having a fully-functional research and development team. Rabatex has provided a strong backbone 
on the technological front in providing quality products. On our experience , working with Rabatex, the customer said, “Col-
laborating with Rabatex has been one of the best decisions of the company”.  

I wish all the best to Rabatex Industries for all their future endeavors and continued success in the years to come.”

Shahi Export
Mr. Jayrag Engal, Shahi Export - Shomoga

Shahi was established in 1974 by Mrs. Sarla Ahuja, who began her journey as a sewing 
machine operator in a factory. From its humble origins, the family-owned company has grown 
to become India’s largest apparel manufacturer and exporter. We now operate 65 state-of-
the-art manufacturing facilities across 9 Indian states with a diverse workforce of over 100,000 
people. Our vertically integrated operations, diversified product range, and a strong commitment 
to ethical operations and environmental sustainability have established Shahi as one of the most 
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preferred garment manufacturers in the world.
“We have been associated with RABATEX for the last 5 years. Their commitments and service levels are extremely good. 

For our new project in Shimoga, we had taken one Automatic Sample Warping Machine with 16 feeders / Single End Sizing 
Machines / Material Handling Equipments / Ultra Sonic Reed Cleaning Machines  from Rabatex Group . Performance is 
excellent  and equal to any high end model from Japan or Europe . In recognition of that, we have taken 2nd machine also 
recently from them. We are extremely happy with their machines performance .We congratulate RABATEX to bring many 
more such machines and technologies at competitive price in future too”

Stating the reason for choosing Rabatex the customer said, “It was chosen as the provider for the company after thorough 
market research. When selecting a machine every company looks into the technology, user-friendliness and cost-effective-
ness of the machinery. Rabatex’s machines are a one-stop solution for all the needs of the customers”. Customers have 
been lucky enough to have found a trustworthy partner which keeps the customer as a priority as always delivers whatever 
it says. It is not easy to make such a positive reputation all over the market. Rabatex has not only successfully created it but 
also been able to maintain its reputation. Rabatex has been a leader in the market and will continue to remain so if it works 
with the same zeal that it works right now. The machines are technologically advanced but the machines are made simpler 
to use by the simple design used to create the machines. Fully proficient staffs with the aim to make the company grow have 
been a boon to Rabatex. 

Sangam India
Mr Shri Niwas Modani - MD & CEO, Sangam India Ltd., Bhilwara

Sangam Group’s association started with Rabatex in 1992 ,  we have good experience with Ra-
batex Products in last 26 year of associations . We also have been able to save valuable foreign 
exchange by buying from an Indian company and thereby promote the Make-in-India concept. 
Rabatex machines have provided us the utmost satisfaction. 

Rabatex’s influence on the Indian as well as the international markets has been prominent 
from the very beginning. Rabatex is considered as the leading manufacturer of warping ma-

chines which has been instrumental in giving the textile industry of India the needed boost. One of 
the major factors affecting a company’s success is customer satisfaction which in turn is dependent 

majorly on the after-sales services. Rabatex has successfully identified the importance of optimal us-
age of human resource. 

The company has over the years developed a strong network of employees which has handled the after-sales services 
extremely well. Rabatex has strategically hired technicians who are well-trained, and cooperative. The customer speaking 
about this journey said, Apart from the highly developed machines, the entire team, management as well as the leadership 
makes the experience of working with the company even more pleasant. The support provided by the Rabatex team has 
been encouraging for the customer. The team is always available and provides immediate service whenever a support is 
required . The service provided by the team is cost-effective, customer-friendly, and prompt. The customer looks forward to 
this partnership with Rabatex for many more years.

We have observed in our experience in working with Rabatex that they offer very good quality of machines which means 
a longer working life. Secondly their technology is also up-to-date, which also means that we do not need to continuously 
spend on updating our technologies. Both these features ensure savings in capital investments for our company.      

Arvind PD Composite
I am confident about Rabatex Team that they will continue to innovate and 
excel in the years to come. - Mr. Suresh Bhat - Business Head, Arvind PD 
Composite - Ahmedabad 

Arvind Group Association with Rabatex is since 1992 , starting from procurement of Direct 
Warper for Denim and Material handling solution as well as various customized development 
products . Speaking about the experience of working with Rabatex , Mr. Suresh Bhatt  stated that 
it is always pleasure to work with Rabatex in terms of  product performance and commitment to 
match required expectation of application requirements . 

Our Technical Textile Plant at Arvind PD  we have installed 4 Nos. of Creel for Glass Fiber , 1 
Creel for Multi Axial Machine , 1 Creel for Biaxial Machine and Various measuring tools and at-
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tachment for our Imported Machines . We appreciate ability of technical team of Rabatex for understanding our need and 
provide us solution on time for equipments supplied so far . Indeed we  are fully satisfied with the machines we have bought 
from Rabatex.

The company’s experience of working with Rabatex has been incredible. On complimenting Rabatex the client said, “Ra-
batex has always put its best foot forward in all the projects that it undertook for the company in terms of highly competitive 
in terms of the technology used as well as the cost  provided”. From the technology engaged to the quality of parts used 
the machines are up to date and affordable. Rabatex is known to look after its client’s need and always ensures that the 
client is smiling whenever working with them. It always delivers whatever is promised. The after-sales service is looked after 
by an excellent team of trained professionals. These employees have over the years built a relationship with the client and 
have always safeguarded the client’s interest. We have found that the Rabatex team is always ready to take up challenges 
to design and offer customized solutions which meet our requirements within specified time limit . 

 

Universal Textile Mill
Wishing them good luck with their future developments and expansions. - 

Vikram Jaipuria – Director, Universal Textile Mill - Banglore
Our association with Rabatex group started since 2001 when we bought our 1st Sectional 

warping machine and followed by 2 more machines  as we were very happy with the overall 
performance and service of the machine.

Describing the journey with Rabatex the customer said, “It has been favoured by the custom-
ers since the beginning. The journey so far has been prodigious. It has reaped benefits for both 

companies. The cooperation provided by Rabatex’s staff member has provided complete support 
for the customer company to flourish”. The machines are extremely suitable for various fabrics such 

as cotton and denim. Rabatex caters to a large profile of fabrics making the customer comfortable to 
think about expansion in the profile of their products without incurring extra costs due to the purchase of another machine. 
Rabatex is also a very environmentally-conscious company. The machines are designed in such a manner that they are 
able to produce more and more by using less power. Another feature of the service provided by Rabatex is the team of 
hard-working, trustworthy, and dedicated professionals who are trained to satisfy the customers’ after-sales-service needs. 
Unfolding Rabatex’s market captivity, “Rabatex has a strong presence in the market due to its dedication to improving the 
technology. Customers using Rabatex machines have been benefitting from this as every customer prefers to have the best 
quality textiles which are produced by using these machines”. It has always been a pleasure working with Rabatex and would 
definitely recommend it to other companies as well. 

Shahlon Silk Industries
We are happy to be a part of the Rabatex family . - Dipan Shah - Director 
Shahlon Silk Industries Ltd – Surat (Fairdeal Group)

Since May 2003  we have been associated with Rabatex Group and have installed 3 Nos of  
Advanced Sectional Warper and Creel . 

Being satisfied with the company’s progress the customer said, “Rabatex’s dedication to-
wards their customers has given them a chance to establish themselves in majority Indian 
markets as well as international markets. Having used a lot of machines of other companies 
earlier, the experience with Rabatex has by far been the best”. The company’s commitment to-
wards improving technology as well upgrade the existing machines since its inception has given it an 
upper hand to establish its name in the textile industry. Commitment to consistency and quality has made 
Rabatex one of the most trusted brands of warping machines in the industry. Rabatex along with improved quality makes 
sure that it caters to all the needs of its customer. They began their journey with slow sectional warping machines and now 
provide various kinds of warping machines, from single end sample warping machines to specialty warping creels with 
electronic controls. The company also provides with long-lasting spare parts which have been made possible due to the 
staff of Rabatex who form the backbone of the reputation of the company. Rabatex has time and again proved its worth and 
the leadership of the company has been able to sustain the goodwill of the company. The company will continue to be a 
major provider in the textile industry.                                                                                                                                w
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